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Minecraft castle siege server 2019

GoDoYourHomework I remember, in 2014. I only played the Castle Siege game (at Mineplex), and that would be what I spent most of my time on. I came 4 years later and came to find him now dead. It was a really fun game (for me at least), and it would be great if it was added as a game at Hypixel. It would be
awesome to try a huge battle of 50 v 50 again! joshua123_4 All large-scale team battle modes are dead or dying. They have a bedwars dream castle mode (40v40), but because of the rotation it's not up to the ATM. I only played the Castle Siege game (at Mineplex), and that would be what I spent most of my time on. I
came 4 years later and came to find him now dead. It was a really fun game (for me at least), and it would be great if it was added as a game at Hypixel. It would be awesome to try a huge battle of 50 v 50 again! Ew no Trashplex You must log in or register to respond here. I'm looking for a server that has a castle siege
like minigame, where you're playing in the massive team vs. team fights, where one team has to defend something while the other team attacks. Preferably one where you have at least 20 or more people on each team, so it actually feels a bit like a war. Mineplex I really liked, but it seems that nobody ever plays it again.
Any suggestions? Bowhoop December 20, 2020 at 3:16 am I need a real response to when the server 9 will be fixed. Im so tired of not being able to connect to survival because im softlocked in the main center. All I have and is on server 9 and of course that's the server that's acting up. I need help... Sven in Server
Discussion Sven Dec 20, 2020 at 2:41 AM It is also curious how some staff members will refuse to punish their friends who are closing and/or being toxic. Again I also had a ghost outfit mod... 510bike December 20, 2020 at 1:47 I would love to see an event server. I think at the moment big parties and creative housing
act as fantastic alternatives, but there are also limits to these two things. I think an event server would allow much more freedom in events. It would also make things much more organized. Hoping to see more official Bedrock events in the future, and an event server for them would be... 8350 December 20, 2020 at 1:29
AM IGN: (Will say in DM if you win) Favorite part of the holiday is relaxing .... BobTheSnowman in New Game Discussion BobTheSnowman December 20, 2020 at 1:27 am Hello, it looks like you've created this thread twice, once in the 'New Discussion of the Game' and once in 'Bedrock Ideas'. In the future, I
recommend against creating multiple threads on the same topic that a single thread is more likely to create an active discussion, because all different opinions are in one place. Anyway, you can see the you gave over your other thread:... BobTheSnowman on survival BobTheSnowman December 20, 2020 at 1:18 am
Don't Worry, I've had the same problem for a long time, made a post about it and they them how to hear the truth so you closed the thread to ensure you don't... ThankfulDamien on Skywars ThankfulDamien December 20, 2020 at 12:56 am Heya! Skywars is a touchy topic as both versions have their drawbacks. I'll start
with the original version of skywars with chosen kits. The biggest disadvantage of this, was 2 of the kits were heavily outplayed by the other 2, forcing players to choose between one or the other, even if they didn't like it. This is unfortunate because this version of skywars was fun, but if you... Marzie December 20, 2020
at 12:33 AM So what you're saying is complete as many lines as possible, then send them all in a link? CookieBilly in Server Discussion CookieBilly Dec 19, 2020 at 11:53 PM Ideas noticed and shared with the rest of the event team and event attendance team, I'm not a big fan of skin competitions myself, but if the
community would enjoy this, I don't see the harm in doing them. Thanks for your ideas, we will see what happens :eyes:... xPossum on YouTube Video Showcase xPossum Dec 19, 2020 at 23:45 After the server fights, I managed to get rid of enough snippets to open some chests. xstr4fiingx at Bedrock Ideas xstr4fiingx

Dec 19, 2020 at 23:36 I like the idea of bringing OITQ back. Personally I haven't really played the game much but with I'm sure with some alterations, and bug fixes, I could succeed. As you also mentioned, it has been part of the seasonal rotation of the games so far. Because of its popularity in the past, I think this is
because the game is in a mixed arcade rotation, which forced people to play others... TheStudentUnion in Super Smash Mobs TheStudentUnion Dec 19, 2020 at 11:13 PM I think the term error implies that its feature is intended nothing more than something that is not yet added. I also thought the change tp was a
passive skill just like lightning shield so it should be a pearl in the 3rd slot... nimpy in Arts &amp;&amp; Nimpy Banner Showcase Dec 19, 2020 at 10:49pm I was lucky enough to see all this amazing photography on the forums recently! I love the vibration of all your images (especially the first one) They all look amazing
and really just show up to you! I also love all the nature found in these images. I always like to see nature photography, so thank you so much for sharing! &lt;3. &lt;: nimpy in General Idea Discussion nimpy Dec 19, 2020 at 10:47 PM I think if you want a higher quality treasure, you should aim for chests like mythical and
enlightened treasure, as both are much more likely to give better items. Having pets as lower level items that are achievable is good for players who may only be interested in pet-related cosmetics. Save for mythical chests + is worth it in my opinion. I have something cool... Gamerscore Cat in Arts &amp;& amp; Banner
Showcase Gamerscore Cat Dec 19, 2020 at 10:00 PM This is amazing, love the style... dualkong on Dualkong Game Alterations December 19, 2020 at 9:16 PM would probably agree with this change as it looks like a QOL one. There are a few things around the net to do with games that don't give players a lot of
warning when borders are closing or certain events are happening, so making these things clearer would be a win to make the game easier to play and understand.... Dellas Dec 19, 2020 at 8:34 PM Hey guys I just made this post to say I really like clans and I hope it is reset before new years so I can play. So, we are
going to get the comments. Baloo December 19, 2020 at 8:34 PM Hey! The Clans Insights team has produced a document about possible changes to each legendary one, so if you're interested I'd like to check it out. But here are some of my own opinions about them: Hyper Axe: By far the best legendary melee (part of
the trio of legend op) High damage production (6 not including debris) + lower success rate, basically... waf December 19, 2020 at 8:26 PM EnderGamer December 19, 2020 at 8:01 pm Yes! Sorry I couldn't attend the last event, but I hope to be there for this one! I can't wait! :D... I think a new game called Siege of the
Castle should be added. It's where there are three stages. The first is to capture the walls. The second would be to get the yard. Then the last thing would be to capture the throne room. there would be three different classes. Horseman has chainmail armor, a horse with diamond armor, and a gold sword. Archer has
leather armor, a punch bow 1, and lots of arrows. a potion master has 2 regeneration potions, 4 potions dotted with regeneration, 10 potions dotted with damage, iron armor and a stone sword. the swordsman has diamond armor a diamond sword, and 3 golden apples a builder has 64 blocks of stone, a selection of iron
(unbreaking,) and an iron axe (without breaking.) If you think something should be added please comment below. ChristmasBilly Though it would be great – Mineplex still has it in private games. So I don't think it's a good idea I didn't know it was on Mineplex ImSamuu You have to log in or sign up to respond here. This
minigame is limited to being played exclusively on Mineplex Player Servers. Reason: Removed from server (no additional explanation given) Successor: Not replaced For the first version of this game, see Castle Siege. The official logo of Castle Siege 2.0. Diamond Chestplate Main article: Games Castle Siege is a
classic minigame at Mineplex that was released on June 18, 2014. It was released as a Beta minigame on April 27, 2014. At Castle Siege, players have to fight each other in teams opposed to the defending and undead team; the first must protect its king from the undead, while the second must kill the king before
sunrise. The minigame was beta tested on the AusMC server under the name Castle Defenders. It was similar to the current Siege Castle, except that the teams were red and blue, all the players had identical kits, and the goal of the game was just to eliminate the opposing team. Castle Siege is named as the minigame
successor to the first siege of the castle; apart from the name, however, both games do not share real similarities. This is one of a with the update of the Mineplex lobby on February 23, 2018. It can still be found on Mineplex Player Servers. Content[show] SummaryEdit Mineplex Official Castle Siege Trailer The official
trailer for the castle siege. There are two teams: the red undead team and the blue team defenders. When the game begins, the Defenders mill over the castle, while the undead mill in the forest/cave in front of the map. The undead must fight their way through the castle to reach the Throne Room, where they must kill
King Chiss [Note 1] (TNT does not hurt the king). King Chiss is a zombie[Note 2] dressed in full diamond armor and with a diamond sword; It takes 1 damage from any kind of attack, but cannot attack enemies. Advocates must endure the siege for 8.5 minutes (the length of a night of Minecraft and a Minecraft dawn) until
the sun rises, when all the undead begin to burn. Defenders are not sewn as their previously selected kit. If they die, they automatically equip the Castle Wolves Kit and sew. The Wolf Kit cannot be selected at the start of the round, nor can it be turned off. Advocates can use fences, called Barricades, to block the undead
from going through certain points. These barricades can be broken by an undead using axes, although they do slow them down substantially, giving Marksmen time to shoot at them. Advocates can right-click the barricades to temporarily turn them off for a few seconds, allowing them to walk through them. Advocates
also have access to horses, located in stables. However, its use is limited as they only provide a faster way to get somewhere. Considering the size of the map and the constant need to maintain the front lines, players will find that they will move fast enough without a horse. In addition, horses are somewhat risky to
achieve, as stables commonly lie against where the undead break first. TNT Spawns on the undead spawn, which can be picked up by Undead by right-clicking. This causes the TNT to come to a head, creating a trail of red particles from fireworks along with strong flashes. When players right-click again or die with it on
their heads, the TNT will explode, breaking blocks around them and doing a substantial amount of damage to defenders (wolves too) in the radius. Cracked stone bricks are destroyed the first time, while normal stone bricks are cracked and can be destroyed with another block of TNT. Any other block is instantly
destroyed and slowly regenerated back to normal location. This is typically used to destroy strategic points of the castle, kill defenders, and/or break the walls of the iron bar. Once a defender dies, they instantly become a wolf. Repawn Wolves times were eliminated in de CS 2017. Els mapes editen Helms renovats per
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Marksman Skilled human marksman, can fletch arrows. Stone sword bow 32 arrows starting two mushroom stews - give regeneration II Buff for 3 seconds full dress of Fletcher chain armor - Receive 1 arrow every 2 seconds. Maximum of 4. Barrage - Load your bow to use Barrage. Loads several arrows into the player's
bow, indicated by 0clicks of increased pitch. When released, it fires a spray o4 arrows, treating damage to the effect area. No knight of the sturdy castle, also capable of building defenses. Iron sword bow 64 arrows four mushroom stews - Give regeneration II Buff for 3 seconds full suit mammoth iron armor - Take 50%
knockback and treat 150% knockback. Builder - Receive 1 Close every 40 seconds. Maximum of 2. When placed, it will block the path of an undead until they break it. If a defender right-clicks on a fence, they will be able to turn it off for a few seconds, allowing them to cross. No wolf-biting wolf - Unique use. Right-click
the bone to activate the ability; after activation. When activated, it will treat 3 hearts of damage. Represented by a bone. You must use your fists as the main means of attack. He has no armor. Spawns with two hearts of health. It will regenerate. Kit is permanently changed for the rest of the round after the death of a
defender. If players equip Wolf Bite and attack him, he will sometimes disappear, though he is only invisible. When spawned, Wolf Bite will say it has zero uses left, although it is single-use. Killer Unknown One arrow will instantly kill an enemy in touch. Unknown None UndeadEdit In-Game Description Inventory Special
Abilities Notes Undead Ghoul Weak, but able to jump with ease. Ghoul Leap- Right-click with the axe in Ghoul Leap. This allows the player to make a big leap, both forward and up. Permanent speed I Buff Takes 7 seconds for the jump to recharge undead skeleton makes use of slaughtered arrows of human archers.
Iron skin - Take 1 less damage from attacks. You must collect arrows from the ground. Undead zombie regenerates quickly. Permanent Regeneration III Buff Tips/NotesEdit General Edits Always have a player inside the Castle where King Chiss resides at all times. Shooters are important to defenders. The undead
should be wary of being close to the stairs with TNT. An unwarranted detonation near these structures will make it difficult, if not completely smashed, the undead. This is because it makes it harder or impossible for them to climb the ladder without being delayed by a hole or stuck completely. The only way to remedy this
is to equip the undead Ghoul kit. Different kits for the undead are better for different parts of the game. The undead archer is good at shooting the shooters in the towers to make their arrows come off target. The ghoul kit is good for when you need to enter the castle as quickly as possible, or if there is an impossible
ladder that can only be scaled by a jump. And zombies are good as tanks, can take hits and can stay alive longer than any other kit; with their regeneration buff, they can heal from their wounds almost instantly and therefore serve as good fighters. Wolves are best for TNT carrier hunting as they can be put back instantly.
Wolves should kill the TNT carriers before reaching the Defenders. Good Barricades Edit Helms Deep Edition The two blocks of air above the waterfall. Undead delays of lifting it, they have to break them. The top of the staircase that comes from the main courtyard. The top of the side entrance. The entrance to the king's
courtyard. The entrance to King Chiss's throne room. The entrance of the staircase to King Chiss's throne room. The stone brick ceiling posts in front of the staircase. It slows down the undead if there is a gap in the throne room. The back of the tops of the throne room. Prevents they sning up to Marksmen and fall into
the throne room. Sunstone Stronghold Edit The entrance to the throne room. Around the king, on the ground to avoid ghouls using ghoul ghoul Two stairs leading to the courtyard in front of the throne room. The other two entrances leading to the square. Good TNT Blast AreasEdit Helms Deep Edit The wall with the
window exposing the throne room. It provides a direct path to the king. The wall of the iron bar when it turns on TNT will cause a bigger explosion. It gives the undead faster access to the top of the castle. Any highly blocked or secured entrance, such as the thick door blocking the main entrance of the courtyard, or any
place mentioned in good barricade points. Sunstone Stronghold Edits the iron fence door to the left. Note that when TNT lights up near this area, it makes a bigger explosion. The left side left wall (stables), between two barricades, is originally on the map. A shortcut to the square that has the dog pool, and there are few
places for advocates to block it that way. The pool of the square. Weaken the dogs. The entrance to the throne room. A tnt could break a lot of fences and kill many defenders. The ordinary site of the TNT explosion on the right. The side wall of the throne room. Only when the defenders blocked all other ways and the
scales below are intact. Achievements Edit the requirement reward for the king! Win 50 times as a defender. 10000 XP Kingslayer Try to Kill King's Blow. 4000 XP blood thirsted kill 50 undead in a single game. 8000 XP Assassin Do 50% or more of the damage to the king. 8000 XP Slash or Burn Win as undead in the
last 70 seconds of the game. 8000 XP canine revenge as a wolf, kill 12 undead in a game. 7000 XP Royal Guard Kill 5 undead within 8 king boxes in the last 70 seconds. 8000 XP Not even a Scratch Win game as a defender with the king in full health. 8000 XP Vigilante Get 5 First Bloods. 6000 XP Defusal Squadron
Kill 5 TNT carriers as a defender in a game. 7000 XP Equester Removal Kill 25 horses. 6000 XP Gem Rewards Edit The following list shows the maximum sum of Gems that one player can earn at a time. x/2 Gems for x Mata. If there is one subtraction left, the gem count was dragged down. x/2 Gems for x Kill Assists. If
there is one subtraction left, the gem count was dragged down. 10 Gems for First Blood 10 Gems to win team 10 Gems for sharing errors and editing problems There was an error in the Beta version where most of the castle's siege servers did not have chat tags and would not start. Sometimes they restarted and got
fixed, but after a couple of games they were broken again. Arrows fired at players in disguise (the undead) can bounce occasionally. This error appears in all games with costumes, and is said to be very difficult to patch. Another common problem was the server-side delay of the lobbies of the castle siege. The more
players joined, the more unlikely it became of a delay-free experience. Changelog Edit Main article: Updates Edit August 10, 2017 - Castle Siege Update Edits October 31, 2014 - Kits, Balance, Maps Edit Defenders can now right-click on fences to temporarily deactivate them. April 27, 2014 - Champions MAC Edit Castle
Siege announced – Ultras and Heroes only. Notes Edit ↑ The king's original name was King Jonalon; This was switched to King Sparklez to support Mineplex Youtube partner CaptainSparklez. ^ Most of the players had assumed that King Chiss would be a villager. ^ Red represents a removed kit. Kit.
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